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Abstract 

Quality inspection constitutes an inseparable element of technological 
processes. Quality inspection frequently employs measuring instrumentation 
suitable for measurements taken in an industrial environment. Machining of 
complicated casts can serve as an example, since, during this process, the 
required accuracy can only be achieved for a stable positioning of the machined 
element in a lathe. For that reason, some inspections need to be performed 
directly on the machine. This hampers the inspection of dimensions using 
a coordinate-measuring machine (CMM) and makes the application of standard 
measuring instrumentation too time-consuming and, in some cases, even 
impossible. An example of such a problem is the necessity to measure the 
opening angle of the tapered bore between the consecutive stages of the 
machining process. 

This article presents a measuring method employing special measuring 
instrumentation enabling quick and precise inspection of the opening angle of 
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a tapered bore in the case when such inspection is possible only from the side of 
the opening with a smaller diameter. The authors analysed the methods 
recommended for the measurement of tapered bores and patented devices used 
for this purpose. Based on the results of their analyses, the authors developed 
three optional designs of a device in which precise mechanical elements and 
high-class sensors for linear measurements are used. Application of this 
equipment enables easy measurement of the opening angle of a tapered bore in 
any position of the opening, which complies with the requirements of the 
interoperation measurement in industrial conditions.  

Introduction 

A technological process of manufacturing complex machine elements 
involves operations that change the shape or material properties of a machined 
detail, between which additional technical inspections are carried out to verify 
correctness of the executed tasks [1]. In the case of machining, the inspection 
most frequently consists in the verification of the compliance with the required 
dimensions of given shapes. The measurements are taken directly on the 
machine or in a specially equipped metrological laboratory. For that purpose, 
measuring devices, gauges, and more common measuring machines, and modern 
systems with measuring probes installed directly on numerically controlled 
lathes are used. However, there are situations in which the measurement needs to 
be performed on the detail mounted on the machine, but no dedicated measuring 
instrumentation is available for that purpose, and the access to the inspected area 
is restricted.  

An example is a multistage process of machining a complex cast on a lathe, 
borer, or a multi-axis milling machine in which the maintenance of the required 
precision is possible only in the case when the element is permanently fixed in 
the grip of the machine. In one such process conducted by the authors of the 
article, it was necessary to make a tapered bore, wherein the measurement was 
taken from the side with a smaller diameter. In addition, the front surface, 
perpendicular to the axis of the bore, was machined. The accuracy of the making 
of the bore had to be confirmed by the measurement of its opening angle with 
access from the side with a smaller diameter. 

The authors analysed the methods recommended for the measurement of 
tapered bores and the universal measuring instrumentation available [2, 3]. The 
analysis showed that the most common method for the measurement of the inner 
tapered bore is by using two measuring balls with different diameters and 
a micrometre depth meter. However, in the case of measurements conducted by 
the authors, the application of this method was impossible due to the hampered 
access from the side of the bore with a smaller diameter. No universal or 
specialized measuring instruments were found that would allow the authors to 
conduct the measurements effectively. The Institute has broad experience in the 
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design and implementation of the advanced methods of quality inspection and 
the selection of serial and automated production of roller bearings [4, 5] and 
piston rings [6, 7]. Dominant are the methods of precise measurement of profiles 
and contactless optical methods [8, 9, 10]. However, due to the technical 
conditions in which the technological processes are carried out, these methods 
cannot be applied. In the case presented in this article, the authors had to develop 
a dedicated measuring device. 

The objective of the tasks carried out by the authors was to design a concept 
of an instrument that would comply with the requirements of the interoperation 
measurement conducted in industrial conditions. Three different designs were 
proposed: two with a central axial sensor for linear displacements, and one with 
miniature linear sensors. 

1. Device with measuring balls 

The concept of instruments with an axial sensor for linear displacements 
was based on a simple measuring method presented in Fig. 1.  

 

  
 

Fig. 1.  Principle of measurement of the opening angle of a tapered bore: 1 – detail with a tapered 
bore (partial semi-section), 2 – measuring balls  

 
The machined element (Fig. 1) contains a tapered bore with opening angle 

2α whose generatrix is inclined at angle α to the axis. The balls with radius r, 
placed at two different distances R1 and R2 from the axis of the tapered bore are 
in contact with the generatrix, which means that the straight line going through 
their centres is also inclined at angle α to the axis of the bore. Consequently, if 
distances H of the planes perpendicular to the axis of the tapered bore and 
passing through the middle of the balls are measured, the value of the angle can 
be calculated using the formula presented in Fig. 1. Applying this rule to the 

1 

2 
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ∝=

𝑅𝑅2− 𝑅𝑅1
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measurement of small opening angles of the bore is very accurate due to the 
strong dependency of value H on angle α [11, 12]. 

Figure 2 presents the structure and the modus operandi of the device with 
measuring balls.  

 

     
 

Fig. 2.  Structure and modus operandi of the instrument with measuring balls: 1 – detail with 
a tapered bore, 2 – pivot, 3 – bushing, 4 – measuring balls, 5 – centering bushing,  
6 – screw-top, 7 – ring, 8 – spring, 9 – slipping ring, 10 – pin, 11 – precise linear sensor  

 
Inside the opening in the form of a tapered bore made in element 1 (Fig. 2), 

a pivot and a bushing with cylindrical bottom surfaces with defined diameters 
and perpendicular flat ring-shaped surfaces were placed. Each of the flat 
surfaces formed the base on which three measuring balls were evenly placed. 
The balls remain in contact with the cylindrical and the conical surface of the 
bore. The centering bushing has an elongated cylindrical body with an opening 
tapped on a short section of the outer plane. Together with the three measuring 
balls, the bushing is immobilized in the bore by means of a screw top that 
presses the bushing to the front surface of the detail. The pivot can slide in the 
opening of the bushing. This element is connected with the sliding ring by 
means of a pin passing through the longitudinal channels inside the bushing. 
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A compression spring between the sliding ring and the ring mounted onto the 
bushing presses the remaining three measuring balls to the conical plane of the 
bore. The bushing has six longitudinal openings meant for the positioning of the 
balls. The openings limit the movement possibilities of the balls and 
concurrently prevent them from falling out, once the device is removed from the 
tapered bore. The linear displacement sensor is intended for the measurement of 
the distance between the pivot and the bushing in an axial direction, which 
ensures the compliance with the measurement principle presented in Fig. 1.    

 

 
Fig. 3.  Position of the device with measuring balls after its placement in the bore: 1 – detail with 

a bore, 2 – pivot, 3 – bushing, 4 – measuring balls, 5 – centering bushing, 6 – screw-top 
 
The advantage of the device lies in the possibility to place it in the bore 

from the side with a smaller diameter. Fig. 3 depicts the position of the 
individual details of the device that enables this task.  

When the instrument is placed in or removed from the bore, the screw-top 
(Fig. 3) needs to be removed from the navigated part of the bushing. Under the 
influence of the screw, the pivot automatically moves in the opening of the 
bushing into the extreme position, in which both parts are connected. Under the 
action of gravity, or as initiated by the user, the pivot and the bushing move 
along the centering bushing downwardly, which enables the measuring balls to 
move toward the geometric axis of the instrument. The withdrawal of the balls 
towards the inner part of the cylinder, marked by the outer plane of the centering 
bushing, enables the device to be placed in the tapered bore from the side with 
a smaller diameter.  
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To start the measurement, once the centering bushing is placed inside the 
tapered bore (Fig. 3), the bushing moves away from the detail; and after 
overcoming the resistance of the spring, the balls touch the details of the device 
and the surface of the tapered bore. Such placement enables the immobilization 
of the instrument inside the tapered bore by tightening up the screw-top (position 
in Fig. 2). 

2. Device with a three-arm probe 

The instrument with three-arm probes is based on the same measurement 
principle as applied in the measurement employing measuring balls. The balls 
with the elements positioning them in the bore were replaced with probes with 
three arms with spherical ends. The structure and modus operandi of the device 
are shown in Fig. 4. 

Two three-arm probes were placed in the tapered bore (Fig. 4). The 
smaller probe has an elongated cylindrical body with an opening tapped on the 
short section of the outer plane. It is immobilized in the bore by means of 
a screw top pressing the centering ring to the front surface of the detail and the 
ball-shaped ends of the arms of the probe to the conical surface of the bore. 
The bigger probe, on the other hand, has a pivot that can slide in the opening 
of the body of the smaller probe. The pivot is connected with the sliding ring 
by means of a pin. The pressing spring between the sliding ring and the ring 
mounted onto the body of the smaller probe presses the spherical surfaces of 
the arms of the bigger probe to the conical plane of the bore. The linear 
displacement sensor is intended for the measurement of the distance between 
the two probes, which helps one to ensure that the measurement principle 
presented in Fig. 1 is met. 

Figure 5 presents how the three-arm probe is placed in the tapered bore 
from the side with the smaller diameter. In the resting device and under the 
influence of the spring, both probes touch. Their small thickness enables them 
to be placed in the tapered bore from the side with the smaller diameter, once 
they are positioned at a proper angle with reference to the detail (Fig. 5). After 
the probes are placed in the tapered bore, the device is positioned in a way that 
enables the geometrical axes of the device and the bore to overlay and allows 
the contact with the surface of the cone. In such a position, it is possible to 
immobilize the probe in the bore by tightening up the screw top. 

In both cases, it might be necessary to remove the linear displacement 
sensor at the time the instrument is being placed in the bore. This is caused by 
the great changes in the position of the individual elements in relation to each 
other, whose distance is measured, which can exceed the working stroke of the 
sensor. Is such a case, it is necessary to use a sensor equipped with an element 
enabling its unambiguous positioning in the body of the device.  
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Fig. 4.  Structure and modus operandi of the device with three-arm probes: 1 – detail with 

a tapered bore, 2 – bigger three-arm probe, 3 – smaller three-arm probe, 4 – centering ring,  
5 – screw-top, 6 – ring, 7 – pin, 8 – spring, 9 – sliding ring, 10 – precise linear sensor 

 

              
Fig. 5.  Means of placing the device with three-arm probes inside the tapered bore from the side 

with a smaller diameter 
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3. Device with miniature linear sensors  

The third concept of the device rejected the usage of a complex mechanical 
structure and assumed the application of commercially available measuring 
systems (Fig. 6). The modus operandi of the device requires the flat front surface 
of the detail, in which the opening is made, to be perpendicular to its geometrical 
axis, which in practice means that both the plane and the hole are made in the 
same mounting.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Structure of the device with miniature linear sensors: 1 – detail with a bore, 2 and  
3 – miniature linear sensors, 4 – body, 5 – grip, 6 – handle, 7 – measurement start button,  
8 – front surface of the bracket  

 
The body of the device (Fig. 6) is based on a flat surface of the detail by 

means of three grips. It has a bracket placed in the tapered bore. There are two 
electronic linear sensors located in the bracket, and their geometrical axes are 
parallel to the front surface of the detail. The handle is intended for placing the 
device in the tapered bore and pressing it with forces F1 and F2 to the front and 
the side of the bore, which ensures the contact of the tips of the measuring 
sensors with the surface of the cone. The front surface of the bracket (Fig. 7) is 
shaped in a way that enables one to even the axes of the linear sensors and the 
axial plane of symmetry of the cone. Each value of the measured angle α 
corresponds to the readings of the sensors presented on the DISPLAY screen 
equipped with the angle measurement function. Button 7 helps the user to 
manually start the measurement.  

The measurement consists in the placement of the device in the measured 
bore, its immobilization through the application of forces F1 and F2, and the 
initiation of the measurement process is performed by pressing the button. This 
results in the readings of the linear sensors and their transfer to the PC 
controlling the measurement process through RS232 in order to select, emit, or 
archive the report. In the case of any doubts concerning the perpendicularity of 
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the flat surface of the detail to the axis of the bore, the measurements can be 
taken in different directions by rotating the device around the geometrical axis of 
the cone. 

Due to the elimination of moving mechanical parts, the instrument with 
miniature linear sensors is more resistant to the effects the presence of different 
kinds of contaminants can have on the accuracy of the measurement. 
A limitation to the application of such a device is the possibility of placing 
precise linear sensors in the measured bore. 

Summary 

The research described in the paper concerned the design of three concepts 
of the device for quick, industrial measurement of the opening angle of the cone 
in the opening in form of a tapered bore. A characteristic feature of the proposed 
solutions is the possibility to perform the measurements from the side with 
a smaller diameter, which meets the requirements of the technological process of 
machining casts with complicated structure developed by the authors of the 
article.  

Due to the specificity of the measurements consisting in the placement of 
the device in the bore from the side with a smaller diameter, and inducing the 
contact of the measuring elements on bigger diameters, the three options 
described are dedicated for the measurement of elements with defined 
dimensions. 

The device with the measuring balls is the most economical due to the 
availability of precise measuring balls (these can also be roller bearings) and the 
simple shape of the remaining elements. This instrument is easy to operate 
because of the automatic centering mechanism. Its disadvantage concerns the 
number of moving parts and the gaps between them, in which contamination can 
gather, which impairs precision of the measurements. 

The device with three-arm probes requires labour-intensive probes with 
precise spherical surfaces that must have a high degree of accuracy, smoothness, 
and surface hardness. The advantages of the solution are the small number of 
moving parts and the ability of self-centering in the bore. 

The device with miniature linear sensors is the most resistant to 
contamination due to the application of the measuring systems with own sealing. 
This enables automatically archiving the measurement results and the selection 
of goods. The disadvantages of this solution concern the high costs of the 
measuring circuits, low ergonomics of the construction composed of two 
modules connected through electric cable, and the necessary skills in the 
handling the device at the time of its positioning in the bore. 

All the concepts presented in the article meet the assumed requirements 
towards measuring devices used in an industrial environment.  
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Practical application of measuring instruments consistent with the described 
concepts requires the design of prototypes and the verification of their 
metrological and performance characteristics in laboratory and industrial 
environments. 

 
Scientific work executed within the Strategic Programme “Innovative 

Systems of Technical Support for Sustainable Development of Economy” within 
Innovative Economy Operational Programme.  
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Metoda i przyrząd do warsztatowych pomiarów stożków wewnętrznych  

Słowa kluczowe 

Pomiar stożka, pomiary warsztatowe, przyrządy pomiarowe, otwór stożkowy. 

Streszczenie 

Nieodłącznym elementem realizowanych procesów produkcyjnych w prze-
myśle maszynowym jest kontrola jakości, w której często stosowane są urządze-
nia do wykonywania pomiarów w warunkach warsztatowych. Przykładem jest 
obróbka skrawaniem skomplikowanych odlewów, podczas której osiągnięcie 
wymaganej dokładności jest możliwe jedynie przy stałym, niezmiennym zamo-
cowaniu detalu na obrabiarce. Z tego powodu niektóre operacje kontrolne muszą 
być wykonywane bezpośrednio na maszynie. Uniemożliwia to kontrolę wymia-
rów z zastosowaniem maszyny współrzędnościowej, a wykonanie pomiaru za 
pomocą standardowych narzędzi pomiarowych bywa niemożliwe lub zbyt cza-
sochłonne. Przykładem takiego problemu jest konieczność wykonania pomiaru 
kąta rozwarcia otworu stożkowego pomiędzy kolejnymi zabiegami obróbczymi. 

W artykule zaprezentowano metodę pomiarów z zastosowaniem specjalne-
go przyrządu pomiarowego pozwalającego na wykonanie szybkiej i precyzyjnej 
kontroli kąta rozwarcia stożka otworu o kształcie stożka ściętego, w przypadku 
kiedy jest to możliwe tylko od strony mniejszej średnicy otworu. Przeprowadzo-
no analizę zalecanych metod pomiaru otworów stożkowych, dostępnych narzę-
dzi pomiarowych do pomiarów otworów oraz rozwiązań chronionych prawem 
patentowym. Opracowano trzy opcjonalne rozwiązania konstrukcyjne przyrządu 
wykorzystujące precyzyjne elementy mechaniczne i wysokiej klasy czujniki do 
pomiarów liniowych. Zastosowanie każdego z opracowanych przyrządów po-
zwala na wykonanie pomiaru kąta stożka w prosty sposób w dowolnej pozycji 
mierzonego otworu, co spełnia wymagania międzyoperacyjnego lub międzyza-
biegowego pomiaru warsztatowego w warunkach produkcyjnych. 

 
 

  


